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Disconnect the negative terminal from both batteries.

Locate the factory low pressure fuel pump filter assembly underneath the truck on the drivers side frame rail. 
Unplug the water in fuel sensor connector from the bottom of the filter bowl and using a 1”1/4 drive socket, 
remove the fuel bowl/filter from the pump assembly. Dump the fuel from the bowl into a waste container and 
re-install the bowl assembly. This is to avoid excess spillage when the pump is removed. 

STEP 1

STEP 2

TROUBLESHOOTING:
Please read and understand all installation instructions before proceeding with the installation.
If you have questions during the installation of this product, please email H&S Motorsports support at 
tech@hs-motorsports.com
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Wiggle and pull up on fuel line connector locks to allow  the fuel supply and return lines to be removed (locks 
are pictured in unlocked position). Pinch the fuel connector tabs and remove the fuel return and supply lines 
from the pump assembly.  Note: Some fuel may leak out of the lines once they are removed, so be prepared to 
catch any excess fuel.

Disconnect the fuel pump power and ground connector from the top of the factory fuel pump assembly and 
remove the factory wiring harness clip from the side of the fuel pump bracket. Remove the four mounting nuts 
on the outside of the drivers frame rail as shown and remove the factory fuel pump filter assembly from truck.

CAUTION:  MAKE SURE ALL FUEL PUMP PARTS, LINES, FITTINGS ARE CLEAN BEFORE INSTALLING!  FAILURE TO DO SO 
MAY CAUSE FUEL SYSTEM DAMAGE!

Locate the supplied HSM fuel return line coupler. Join both return lines together with coupler, making sure the 
lines clip and lock into place as shown. Push lines up towards bottom of cab behind fuel feed lines as shown.

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5
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Pull back the wire covering from the fuel pump power supply connector and cut the wires off approximately 
2” behind the connector as shown. Locate the supplied HSM wiring pigtail and install the supplied weather 
tight butt connectors onto the pigtail before installing onto previously cut wires on vehicle harness. The HSM 
red wire will go to the vehicle brown wire with white tracer (b+) while the other wire goes to the black/white 
ground wire. Using a heat gun, apply heat to the butt connectors to shrink and seal them. Using electrical tape, 
put the wiring back into factory wire covering.

Locate the HSM frame mount bracket, two 3/8” x 1.25” bolts, nylok nuts and 4 flat washers. Align the offset 
holes in the HSM bracket to the lower factory mounting holes and install the bracket on the inside of the driver 
side frame rail as shown. Tighten the hardware to 30 ft lbs.

Locate the HSM main pump/filter bracket, one HSM fuel filter housing, one 3/8” NPT plug, one HSM large 
fuel line post (.500),  3/8” NPT to 8an fitting, 3/8” NPT to -6an fitting, and two 8mmx1.25 flange bolts. Attach 
the HSM fuel filter housing onto the HSM fuel pump filter mounting bracket using the 8mm flange bolts and 
torque to 20 ft lbs. Using supplied thread sealant, install the fittings into filter housing in locations as shown.

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Locate the HSM fuel pump and mounting plate. Attach the plate to the bottom of the HSM fuel pump using 
the four tapered allen bolts and torque to 20 ft lbs. Using a small amount of grease/lube on the o-rings, install 
the HSM fuel line post boss fitting into the port marked “outlet” and the -8an boss fitting into the port marked 
“inlet” on the fuel pump as shown. Using two 3/8” x 1.25” grade 8 bolts, 4 flat washers, and two nylok nuts, 
install the HSM fuel pump assembly onto the HSM filter pump bracket as shown. Tighten bolts to 30 ft lbs.

Locate 2 rubber grommets, two 3/8” x 1.5” bolts, 4 flat washers, two nylok nuts.  Install the fuel pump filter 
bracket assembly onto the previously mounted frame bracket (with bolts going in towards the frame for filter 
clearance) and grommets in between the two mounting brackets as isolators. Tighten the mounting bolts until 
rubber grommets are snug and slightly pre-loaded.  The brackets should have about 1/8” between them as 
shown.

STEP 9

STEP 10

STEP 8 CONTINUED

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Unclip or cut the fuel feed and return line bracket connecting the two lines together as shown. Install the fac-
tory fuel inlet and fuel outlet lines onto locking post fittings and lock back into place as shown. Zip tie the lines 
as necessary to prevent binding/rubbing.

Locate the pre-assembled -8an push lock 90 degree / -8an push lock straight length of 1/2” push lock hose. 
Depending on your application, this hose may be routed differently than the pictured example. The -8an inlet 
fitting on the HSM fuel pump must be plumbed to the -8an fitting on the HSM filter housing. Route the hose 
as shown with the 90 degree fitting on the pump so there are no kinks or rubbing and tighten the fittings and 
zip tie into place.

STEP 10 CONTINUED

STEP 11

STEP 12
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Route the wiring harness as shown and plug in the pump power/ground connector. Zip tie the water sensor 
harness up out of the way and zip tie to the pump bracket. Prime the supplied fuel filter with clean ATF (auto-
matic transmission fluid) or diesel fuel and place a dab of oil on the filter gasket before installing the filter onto  
the filter adapter hand tight.

Disconnect the factory fuel lines from the factory filter under the hood. If you are not familiar with the factory 
plastic locks you may want to refer to a factory manual so they are not damaged during removal. Depending 
on the model year, starting with the line closest to the front of the vehicle, the fitting is unlocked with a slide 
clip. (It will slide up or down to unlock as shown.) Once lock is released slide fuel line off of the factory filter. 
The line closest to the firewall may now be removed as well. Squeeze the two tabs together on the side of the 
factory line (release clip closest to fuel filter) and slide it off of the factory fuel filter. Twist the factory fuel filter 
counter clockwise until it is unlocked from factory mount. Pull up and remove fuel filter from vehicle. 

Locate the HSM filter adapter, fuel line posts (one larger post .500 and smaller post .460), fuel filter, filter isola-
tion boot, 3/8 “ NPT to -6an fitting, and 3/8” NPT plug. Using the supplied pipe thread sealant, assemble the 
fittings into the filter block as shown with the larger post fitting .500 closer to the fire wall. 

STEP 13

STEP 14

STEP 15

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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STEP 15 CONTINUED

Place a dab of oil on the secondary fuel filter gasket and install the HSM secondary fuel filter onto HSM fuel 
filter adapter hand tight. Apply a small amount of glass cleaner to the inside of the supplied fuel filter isolator 
boot (helps during installation). Install the fuel filter isolator boot onto the bottom of the secondary fuel filter 
so that its even with the base of the filter and install the filter assembly into the factory location as shown. 
It can be difficult to maneuver the filter assembly around the factory oil dipstick tubes, please refer to the 
pictures below for the recommended procedure.  Line up the fuel posts with the factory fuel lines and push the 
factory lines onto the fuel posts, making sure they lock into place.

STEP 16
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Locate fuel pressure regulator kit and supplied parts. Assemble fuel pressure regulator per supplied instruc-
tions in the regulator kit (please read through regulator instructions enclosed in the regulator box to fully 
understand how the regulator functions). Lube the o-rings on the boss -6an fittings supplied with kit and 
install into the three regulator ports as shown. Locate the 45 degree pipe adapter fitting and fuel pressure 
gauge. Install some of the supplied pipe thread sealer on the threads and install into the fuel pressure port 
on the regulator facing up as shown. Locate the supplied regulator mounting bracket, three allen bolts, three 
lock washers, and install the bracket onto regulator. The bracket will only go onto regulator one way correctly  
(PLEASE see instructions supplied with regulator).

There are many different variations to mount the fuel pressure regulator depending on fuel system set up. It does 
not matter if it is up ,down, or on its side. It is all up to the installer. This is the easiest way we found. Locate the 
empty factory stud on the firewall just under the wiper cowl (pictured below). Using the supplied 6mm x 1.0 
flange nut, 6mm flat washer and rubber isolator install the regulator onto the stud as shown with the rubber iso-
lator in between regulator and firewall. Using a 10mm end wrench, tighten nut snug against isolator so regulator 
is secure. The regulator should have some movement to access fittings and the fuel pressure adjust screw.

STEP 17

STEP 18
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Using one straight and one 90 degree push lock fittings and 3/8” push lock hose, determine the correct length 
of hose to connect from -6an port on the HSM filter block to the side port on the regulator.  Cut the hose to 
desired length and place a dab of oil on the push lock fittings and install hose onto pushlok fittings. Install 
the hose from -6an fitting on the filter block to the side port of fuel pressure regulator as shown and tighten 
fittings. 

Note:  If you are not running dual high pressure fuel pumps, install the supplied-6an cap to the unused side port 
on the regulator and tighten as shown. If you do have a dual fuel injection pump set up, the other side port on the 
regulator will go to the fuel feed port on the injection pump.

Locate two -6an straight push-lock fittings and the remaining 3/8” push-lock hose. The bottom port on the 
regulator will run down and connect to the previously installed -6an fitting on primary fuel filter housing. Cut 
the hose to the desired length and place a dab of oil on the -6an 90 degree push lock fittings before installing 
the hose onto fittings. Run the hose down the left side rear of the firewall along the driver side frame rail to 
the -6an fitting on the HSM primary fuel filter housing as shown while taking care to make sure it can be zip 
tied up and not rub on any moving parts. Tighten fittings, and zip tie hose up underneath vehicle.

STEP 19

STEP 20

90 Degree Fitting

Straight Fitting

Cap this side if
Dual Pumps are

not installed.

Bottom (return) regulator 
port will run down to the filter 

housing near the lift pump
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STEP 21

STEP 22

Ensure all fittings and connections were tightened. Reconnect batteries. The system will have to prime to bleed 
air out of the system. Turn key to run position (do not start engine) and allow pump to run for 30 seconds until 
it automatically turns off. Turn key off and then back to the run position. Repeat this process until fuel pressure 
is shown on pressure gauge that was installed on fuel pressure regulator (may take 5-15 key cycles depending 
on the vehicle). Adjust the fuel pressure regulator using the adjustment screw on the top of the regulator to 
desired fuel pressure (50-55 psi is recommended for this application). Once you have determined that all the 
air is out of the system, start the engine and allow to idle while checking all fittings and connections for leaks. 
Ensure fuel pressure is at desired pressure and lock down adjustment stud jam nut on fuel pressure regulator.

Test drive vehicle and check for leaks. Enjoy your new HSM low pressure fuel supply system.




